
Necromantic Spells 

Playtest Rules 
“I am the void that swallows the sun. I am the death of hope. I am the end of all things and the eternal lord 
of what lies beyond.” 
 
—written on flayed skin hanging from a tree beyond the razed village of Ainat 
 
The First Orc Invasion shattered the Known Realms. Following the destruction of the Western Citadel of 
Elves, the Orcs rampaged unchecked through the center of the region. Not only were the Elves of the 
Northern and Southern Citadels cut off from each other, but the Dwarven kingdoms and the human realms 
were similarly isolated. 
 
Many of the nascent Holds of the Vesvir Men were overrun. Others, such as Vlachold, were encircled and 
presumed lost. In these dark times, some endured and even held back the tide of destruction for a while. 
 
One such realm was Urshold. Ruled by a man named Mortelagne, Urshold absorbed several smaller Holds 
and the remnants of Tangräth, the fallen capital of the Vesvir. Mortelagne even crowned himself King of the 
Vesvir, and for a time his new kingdom held the Orcs at bay. 
 
But the Orc fury was unyielding, their numbers seemingly endless. Mortelagne’s armies dwindled even in 
victory. He cast about for some advantage, some stratagem.  He found it in the wisdom of refugees. 
 
Most the Western Elves fled to Ravenwood, using their magic to commune with the spirits of the forest. A 
few found themselves trapped wherever they were. One such Elven archmage fled Tangräth for Urshold, 
becoming an advisor to the scholarly Mortelagne. 
 
Mortelagne delved into the arcane lore of the Western Elves, of awakening and controlling the spirits of the 
world. He crafted new magics that could trap a soul of a living being in its body beyond death. The crude 
spells shredded all but the strongest souls, leaving them able to animate a body but incapable of thought.   
 
These contingent of risen soldiers turned the tide. Each battle saw only death come to the Orcish side, as 
fallen soldiers of Urshold would rise again and again. Eventually the armies of Urshold were composed of 
nothing but the undead. 
 
But the cost was great. Every person born in Urshold was damned to serve beyond death, their souls rent and 
defiled. The Kingdom of Urshold became the Risen Kingdom.   
 
Mortelagne himself refused to die. He was middle-aged when he became King of the Vesvir, and had no 
heirs. He would not let his kingdom become sundered and so turned to his corrupted magic to extend his life.  
His spirit refused to leave its body, even as his body became more and more decrepit. Mortelagne’s magic 
broke his mind, and he descended into madness. Mortelagne became the Necromancer. 
 



In those dark years, the actions of the Necromancer went unnoticed by the peoples of the Known Realms. The 
world burned and the threat of Orc attack was always imminent. Kings and generals turned a deaf ear to the 
stories of the Necromancer and the grisly experiments he conducted as part of his Great Work. Few could 
understand his morbid quest other than the Necromancer sought to unlock some knowledge that continually 
eluded him.   
 
When the Orc Invasion was turned back, the deeds of the Necromancer could no longer be ignored.The Holds 
of Men, led by Hawkshold, allied with the High Elves and the Dwarves to destroy the Risen Kingdom. The 
Necromancer was destroyed by an Emissary of the Holy Flame, and his dark lore was put to the flame. 
 
Or so it was thought. 
 
Decades later in a distant province, the dead rose from their graves and proclamations were carved into the 
flayed skin of the victims. The Necromancer had returned. An army was raised to combat this returned threat. 
 
This necromancer turned out to be a pretentious neophyte, corrupted by a discovered grimoire that had 
belonged to the Necromancer and smuggled out of the Risen Kingdom before its destruction. The forces of the 
Holy Flame destroyed the neophyte and his works. Before his death, the new necromancer spoke of things that 
only the Necromancer would know and promised his return. 
 
In the centuries since, the scourge of undead has returned time and time again. It crops up like an arcane 
plague, destroying entire villages, regions, or even cities before being put down at great loss. These new 
necromancers are all possessed by a similar maniacal vigor and visionary madness. They have no desire to 
conquer, merely to experiment and perfect their blasphemous magic.   
 
The most ambitious of their kind craft entirely new necromantic spells, expanding the repertoire of all that 
follow them. These additions to the grimoires are written in curdled blood, and the names of their creators 
become known in folklore of the Known Realms. 
 
The first step in a necromancer’s descent is discovering an obscure tome of arcane lore. The pages are written 
in a cramped, scribbling handwriting with a maddeningly confusing structure. As the reader studies more and 
more of the grimoire, the words inside infect their mind. Obsession and insanity follow, with one leading into 
the other in a spiral of corruption. 
 
Eventually the poor fool attempts to wield the magic, animating their first corpse. From that moment on, their 
mind is broken by the dark lore. The person is gone. Only the necromancer remains. 
 
Soon after, the necromancer raises their first legion. The warriors of bone and rusted steel pull themselves 
from the ground, commanded by the necromancer’s will. They are driven to the nearest source of life, to 
slaughter and claim new resources for their master. The freshly killed form a new contingent of shambling 
zombies. The Risen Kingdom marches across the land again. 
 
One their army has been built, the new necromancer begins their Great Work. Each one of them has their mind 
shattered during their profane apotheosis. They see some incomplete formula or design that will be their opus.  
Nothing matters but perfecting their work. Those that do unleash some horrific new monster or sorcery on the 
Known Realms. 

These are Playtest Rules.  They are draft rules under consideration by our Rules Team, and are 
unofficial.  If you wish to use them in a game you must have your opponent’s consent beforehand.  If you 
play in any Battleground event (such as a tournament), they may not be used without the organizer’s 
agreement. 



FACTION ABILITY 
 
Necromantic Spells:  Dur ing army construction, choose 1 Necromantic Spell card per  500 points in your  points budget 
(rounding down).  Place the chosen cards in front of you, face up.  These are the Necromantic Spell available to you during this 
game.  The other cards are not used.   
 
To cast a spell, spend one Command Action during your Movement & Command Phase and choose which of your unit to be 
affected by the spell.  If the spell is a Blessing spell, place it beside the unit to show it has been cast on that unit. 
 
Necromantic Spells are Bless or Healing spells (see the Battleground Main Rulebook).  Each Healing Necromantic Spell is 
permanent and can be cast multiple times, but not on the same unit.   
 
Each Bless Necromantic Spell can be cast during your Movement & Command Phase and lasts until it is activated.  Until it is 
activated, you cannot cast that spell again.  Once a Bless Necromantic Spell has been activated, place the card back in front of you. 
 
Necromantic Spells may have different benefits and requirements, depending on whether the unit has the Lesser Undead or Greater 
Undead keyword.   
 
Note: following units are have the Lesser Undead or Greater Undead keyword.  This replaces the existing Greater/Lesser/Minor 
Undead keywords. 
 
Lesser Undead:  Ghoul Pack, Skeleton Bowmen, Skeleton Cavalry, Skeleton Horde, Skeleton Spearmen, Zombies 
 
Greater Undead:  Abomination, Death Knights, Giant Catapult 
 
 
 

KEYWORDS 
 
Incorporeal - Attacking units use their Courage stat instead of their Power when rolling to wound against this unit.  Fearless units 
use their Power and get     (+0)+0/+7.  Attacking units do not get any bonuses or impact hits from Charging.  All other Command 
Cards, Faction Abilities, Combat Modifiers, and special rules that affect Power are applied, but any modifiers to Courage are not 
applied. 
 
Life Drain - When this unit inflicts one or more damage on an enemy unit, mark that unit.  Only place one mark each attack.  The 
enemy unit gets     (-0)-1/-0 and     -1/-0 while it has any marks from Life Drain (remember: effects from special rules start at the 
Combat Consequences step of the Combat Phase).  Your opponent can discard command cards in the Movement & Command 
Phase to erase one mark per card discarded. 
 
Paralyzing Touch - After this unit rolls to hit, count the number of dice with a "3" that were successful hits.  Put that many marks 
on the enemy unit. The enemy unit has     (-1)-0/-0 per mark.  The owning player may erase all marks in the Movement & 
Command Phase by discarding a command card. 
 
Psychic Strike - When this unit rolls To-Hit, the defending unit uses its Courage instead of its Defensive Skill.  Fearless units use 
their Defensive Skill and get     +10/+0.  Apply any General, Engaged, or Ranged modifiers and any combat modifiers from 
Command Cards, Army Abilities, or special rules.  However Courage modifiers from Command Cards, Army Abilities, or any 
special rules do not apply. 





Design Notes 
No faction has seen such a top-to-bottom redesign as the Undead (including changing its name!). In addition, 

no faction has changed as many times as the Risen Kingdom. Orcs & Goblins may have had the largest 

change, but the Risen Kingdom has gone through more iterations. 

 

The design team always had a strong vision for what the Risen Kingdom’s defining features should be:  

Necromantic Spells. Instead of being the general, you the player represent the necromancer. Your Command 

Actions represent arcane magic animating and controlling your army. You could expend some of that arcane 

energy to cast your prepared spells to augment your undead soldiers. 

 

Our first iteration of this idea predates even our revisions to the Men of Hawkshold.  Only Lords of Vlachold 

started development earlier than the Necromantic Spells. It went through numerous version, but the most 

recent version came about when we got feedback on the published Men of Hawkshold. The message was 

clear: we really needed to increase the coolness factor. 

 

The challenge with this is prevent the spells from being Special Rules on Parade. There’s nothing wrong with 

having cool and unique powers, but if each of them has their own mechanic distinct from the main rules then 

the Risen Kingdom could become very much a brain-burner of a faction. 

 

Our design philosophy became that every spell should more or less work within the existing system, or be a 

special rule that already exists.  For example, Azarin’s Undying Wrath represents mangled undead body parts 

coming to life and attacking the enemy. We made this a special extra attack, with the number of dice linked to 

the amount of damage the unit has taken. But the attack more or less followed the rules of Battleground. 

 

Another example is Veknul’s Black Fire, which enchants an undead unit’s weapons with soul-consuming fire. 

This spell gives a unit the Life Drain keyword, which is already on the Wights unit. This helps shorten the 

learning curve by at least having it be a keyword you as the player are likely to already know. 

 

We also decided early on that most of the spells would be Bless spells and, once cast, these spells couldn’t be 

cast again until they activated.  This solved the combo and spam problem before it ever became an issue.  

Because a unit can only ever have one Bless spell cast on it at any time, it prevented creating really nasty 

combos where a player could cast four spells all on the same unit. 

 

And since each Necromantic Bless Spell can only be cast once, it prevents a player from ‘spamming’ 

Veknul’s Black Fire or some other spell on four different units.  This represents a necromancer concentrating 

on a specific spell and they cannot cast it on another unit until it is expended. 

 

Another limitation on the spells is that they are public knowledge. Since spells are placed face up, the 

opponent knows what spells you have, unlike Command Cards, which are hidden from the opposing player. 

Also spells are cast during the Movement & Command Phase, letting an opponent know what is coming. This 

is crucial because our experience says that it is simply no fun to get ambushed with special rules. 

 



These limitations, besides providing a little flavor, gave us the freedom to make the spells really awesome. 

Traditionally any ‘at-will’ abilities like checkboxes have to be weaker than a Command Card by virtue that 

they were dependable and limited only by your command actions. Since Necromantic Spells were limited in 

their uses and telegraphed to the opponent, we could increase their effectiveness. After all, it’s just fun to have 

cool powers! 

 

We leaned heavily into this mentality when we ran into the familiar situation where powerful abilities are 

usually better on Elite units than Core units.  Giving +1 die to a unit with a    (5)5/5 statline isn’t as good as 

when you give it to a unit with a    (6)6/6 statline. 

 

Rather than punish those Elite unit with an ‘Command Action tax’ by making spells cost more when cast on 

certain units, we decided to go the other way:  reward the player for casting the spell on Lesser Undead. When 

a Necromantic Spell is cast on one of those units, they got an extra benefit.   

 

Suddenly it might situationally be a better idea to cast that spell on a unit of Skeletons than Death Knights. 

That would also go a long way to fixing the ‘Skeleton Problem’ that we’ve detailed in a previous blog post.  

Mind you, casting a spell on Death Knights is still a good idea.  It’s just that it can also be a good idea to cast it 

on the Skeletons! 

 

The one place we did end having to attach a ‘Command Action tax’ was in the spell Kesharak’s Boundless 

Reanimations. In this case, healing a unit like Death Knights for merely 1 Command Action is so good that it 

doesn’t matter what rewards we give Lesser Undead. That said we felt that 3 Command Actions to heal 

Greater Undead was a bit too punitive, and so we lowered that threshold a bit. 

  

We are still playtesting the Necromantic Spells, something that will likely be happening right up until we go to 

print, but we’re confident that we’re at the refining stage. We would love to hear your feedback!  Let us know 

what you think on our Facebook page!  

 

Till the Next Missive. . . 

 

The Outlaw Alchemist 
 

https://www.facebook.com/Your-Move-Games-63187451797/

